Understanding
your power
choices

No. 1 renewable program in America: Latest
National Renewable Energy Laboratory ranking for
number of renewable power customers and most
renewable energy sold.

200,000+ people
have chosen a
renewable power
option from PGE.

portlandgeneral.com/powerchoices

The environmental impact charts compare the
environmental performance of this electricity
product with the average profile for electricity
generation in the Northwest, with respect to
emission of key air pollutants (SO2, NOX), toxins
(mercury), and greenhouse gases (CO2) associated
with energy generation from fossil fuels. Impacts
also occur due to the eﬀects of waste from nuclear
power plants but are not represented in these
charts. More information about the public health
and environmental costs of those emissions can
be obtained from the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency at epa.gov/cleanenergy or by calling the
Oregon Department of Environmental Quality at
503-229-5696.
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Information on environmental impacts

Portland General Electric
121 SW Salmon St. | Portland, Oregon 97204
800-542-8818
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Where does your power come from? COMPARE YOUR OPTIONS
PRICING PLANS
Basic Service

Clean Wind Commercial & Industrial

SUPPLY MIX

SUPPLY MIX

SM

100% Wind

39% Natural gas
30% Hydro
21% Coal
6% Wind
<1% Solar
<1% Biomass
<1% Waste
<1% Nuclear
<1% Other

For 2019, the additional Clean Wind comes from a combination
of Northwest and national wind generation sources.

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

Amount of pollutants per kilowatt-hour of supply,
compared to the Northwest U.S. average.

Amount of pollutants per kilowatt-hour of supply,
compared to the Northwest U.S. average.
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Clean Wind C&I is Green-e Energy
certified, and meets the environmental
and consumer-protection standards set
forth by the nonprofit Center for Research
Solutions. Learn more at green-e.org.
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Your purchase of Clean Wind C&I Renewable Energy Certificates supports renewable energy production.
The above chart shows if you purchased at 100% of your energy usage. Due to rounding, the sum of listed
percentages may not equal 100. With Clean Wind C&I everyone has the option of purchasing whatever percentage
they want (the minimum purchase is $3 a month). You do not need to purchase this product to continue to receive
safe, reliable power from PGE. You may buy similar products and services from other providers.
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